
Applications of CFT
CFT (being a purely electrostatic model for bonding in coordination compounds) 
cannot explain the trends in the spectrochemical series.

However, CFT is still useful for interpreting a number of effects observed in 
coordination chemistry (e.g., structural, thermodynamic, spectral and magnetic 
properties of complexes)

1. LATTICE ENERGIES U: lattice energy
A: Madelung constant
Z: charge of cation (+) and anion (-)
e: elementary charge (1.6 × 10-19 C)
re: equilibrium interatomic distance
N: Avogadro’s number
n: 5 – 12

Within the period (from left to right): U decreases because rcation decreases

Prediction of U is possible and accurate for Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mn2+, Zn2+, but not for 
the rest of the 3d metals
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Lattice energies of divalent 3d TM halides

Double-humped curve (Ca, Mn and Zn 
lie on a straight line – shown in blue)

The M2+ ion in most of the 3d TM 
halides have a coordination number of 6 
(i.e., octahedral coordination)

TMs with CFSE gain lattice energy 
(U) in an octahedral environment

Ca2+ (d0), Mn2+ (d5) and Zn2+ (d10) have 
no CFSE (no deviation from expected 
behaviour – see previous slide)

Maximum deviation at V2+ (d3) and Ni2+

(d8) – because of maximal CFSE

Note: halides are weak (field) ligands –
only high-spin observed!
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2. HYDRATION ENERGIES

Within the period (from left to right): the hydration energy increases (becomes 
more negative) because rcation decreases (smaller and harder cation).

The enthalpy of hydration is closely related to the enthalpy of formation of 
[M(H2O)6]2+.

Note: ions not shown do not form [M(H2O)6]2+ complexes
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3. COMPLEX FORMATION ENERGIES

Trends observed with hydration energies are essentially the same as those 
encountered with complex formation enthalpies

For the divalent 3d TMs, the enthalpies are in the following order (termed the 
IRVING-WILLIAMS series)

Mn2+ < Fe2+ < Co2+ < Ni2+ < Cu2+ > Zn2+

Note 1: Series applies to complexes with weak (field) ligands
Note 2: This is an important series in Bioinorganic Chemistry!

Cu2+ is the most acidic 3d TM, followed by Zn2+ (although Zn2+ is harder than 
Cu2+)

A combination of CFSE and the JT effect causes Cu2+ complexes to have a 
higher stability than the corresponding Zn2+ complexes
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4. Radii of TM ions

Radius decreases until t2g
6 is reached (for strong field). The next electrons occupy the 

eg orbitals.

eg orbitals point directly towards the ligands → higher degree of repulsion, resulting 
in an increase in the radius

For high-spin: increase in radius is starting at t2g
3 eg

1
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5. OXIDATION STATES

Co3+ is unstable in water (i.e., [Co(H2O)6]3+ is unstable)

However, Co(III) complexes are stable with stronger (field) ligands

The oxidation of Co2+ to Co3+ results from a high-spin to low-spin transition:

t2g
5 eg

2 →  (t2g
6 eg

1) →  t2g
6 eg

0

Co2+ (Co2+) Co3+

Co3+ (d6, low-spin) has the highest CFSE (-2.4 O) → this is what drives the 
oxidation from Co2+ to Co3+! 
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Dioxygen binding to hemoglobin / myoglobin

In the O2-free form: 
Fe(II) is penta-coordinate and 
high-spin

In the O2-bound form: 
Fe(II) is hexa-coordinate and 
low-spin. Since eg orbitals are 
unoccupied in this state 
(t2g

6eg
0), the radius of the 

ferrous ion decreases in going 
from high-spin to low-spin.

Note: free heme + O2 + H2O 
→ hematin (heme in which 
iron is in the ferric (Fe3+) 
state)
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Fe(II) in heme is relatively soft (at least in the tetrapyrrole system)

O2 is only a relatively weak ligand (no dipole moment)

CO, CN-: soft & strong (field) ligands which bind Fe tightly

CO binds 500 × stronger to hemoglobin than O2

However, free heme (without the protein) binds CO 50,000 × more 
strongly than O2

The steric hindrance caused by the protein favours bent ligands 
(i.e., O2) rather than linear ones (e.g., CO, CN-)

Function of the protein:
To prevent two hemes approaching each other (would cause formation of a heme –
O – O – heme dimer, which is an intermediate in the oxidation of heme to hematin)

To disfavour CO and CN- binding (a distal histidine residue binds to bent O2, but 
repels linear ligands)


